
Introducing Karin Loglisci  
and Tim Eng 

Strategic Design and Branding
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Hello.

Karin Loglisci and Tim Eng are strategic partners  
dedicated to creating innovative and memorable  
brand experiences based on clear business objectives. 

Together we have a combined 30+ years of experience  
and a vast amount of resources across digital, print, and 
content development. Working closely together with our 
clients, we provide strategic design development and  
support for offline and online brand experiences.  
 
We’re hands-on which means less layers that  
translate to an efficient working relationship  
with all of our clients. 
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Some of our clients.
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We are perfectly positioned  
to meet your needs.

We have strategic partnerships with industry 
professionals who bring a wide range of experience 
and expertise to any project. We tailor each team  
of professionals to meet your specific project  
needs, bringing together some of the most seasoned 
professionals. This also allows us to be to cost 
effective while delivering high quality services.  
We not only work side-by-side with them but  
also with you, integrating with your organization’s 
processes and leadership needs, and interacting  
with key stakeholders. 

Advertising

Animation & Motion 
Graphics

Brand Identity

Brand Guidelines

Conference, Event & 
Exhibit Design

Creative Direction

Digital & Web Design

Editorial Design

Environmental Design

Information Graphics

Print Design

Presentation Design

Project Management

Social Media 



Our Team
Our Work
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Karin Loglisci
Creative Director

Karin Loglisci specializes in creating  
and growing brands across visual 
communications, specifically designing
brand identity systems. Karin has 20 years  
of experience working with established 
branding agencies including Siegel + Gale, 
MetaDesign, Futurebrand and Fitch;  
internal marketing groups; and as an 
independent consultant.

From print to digital to interior 
environments, Karin is passionate about 
creating simple, useful and beautiful 
designs that deliver meaningful 
experiences; she believes that design 
makes a difference in how well we live our 
lives. Karin has worked on brands across 
industry sectors including legal, health and 
wellness, hospitality, finance and media.

Tim Eng 
Creative Director

Tim Eng is a visual communications 
professional with more than 20 years of 
experience in strategic branding and design.  
In the last decade, Tim has help launch 
some of the most notable and well 
respected global brands in the financial  
and professional services industry. While 
working with both internal and external 
teams from different cultures and  
countries, he has led creative and visual 
communications efforts for organizations 
such as the American Stock Exchange, 
White & Case, DLA Piper, and  
Hogan Lovells.

Our Team

We’ve assembled a team of talented and seasoned consultants for this 
project. Each brings with them vast expertise in their respective field. 



Our Team
Our Work
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Core visual elements
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Secondary colors

Color formulas
All color breakdowns are based on 
Pantone bridge values with the  
exception of the primary Nextlaw 
purple which uses custom CMYK/RGB 
values based on initial print tests.

Coated vs uncoated
Unless otherwise noted, all Nextlaw 
colors use the same Pantone on 
coated and uncoated paper stock.

Nextlaw  Dark Red

Pantone  201 C
CMYK  7/100/65/32
RGB  152/30/50
HEX  981E32

Nextlaw  Dark Grey

Pantone  425 C
CMYK  38/28/21/63
RGB  86/90/92
HEX  565A5C

Nextlaw  Grey

Pantone  424 C
CMYK  30/22/19/53
RGB  108/111/112
HEX  6C6F70

Nextlaw  Light Grey

Pantone  422 C
CMYK  16/11/11/29
RGB  162/164/163
HEX  A2A4A3

Nextlaw  Extra Light Grey

Pantone  420 C
CMYK  6/4/7/11
RGB  206/207/203
HEX  CECFCB

Nextlaw Purple

Pantone  2603 C
CMYK  70/100/0/0
RGB  110/45/145
HEX  6E2D91

Core visual elements
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Types of photography

Nextlaw photography consists of 
three broad categories of images: 
People, Places and Things. 

People images are used for: 
•  Recruitment communications.
•   Internal communications related  

to people 
•  Individual biography head shots.
•  Team sheets.

Places images are used for:
•  Nextlaw office materials. 
•  Office, region and country 
 specific communications.
•  Event communications at a 
 particular venue.

Things images are used for:
•  Sectors and industries that represent  
 our clients’ businesses.
•  Practices that represent our areas 
 of expertise.
•  Objects that are appropriate to an  
 event or specific communication.

Core visual elements
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Logo clear space

Every Nextlaw logo file has clear space 
built into the margins of the document 
and is based on the height of the  
capital N. Make certain to keep any 
design elements outside of the logo’s 
prescribed clear space.

Core visual elements
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The Chevron device

The Chevron device is derived  
from the logo. Its purpose is to  
frame content as well as make  
Nextlaw communication materials  
distinguishable and ownable.

The Chevron device is used in three 
ways – as a blend, transparency,  
and as a solid. The Chevron device uses 
the Nextlaw Red, Nextlaw Purple, and 
Nextlaw Dark Red. 

You are invited to join the  
largest legal referral network  
in the world—regardless  
of your size or location—
completely free of charge.

globalreferralnetwork.com

Join the largest legal referral  
network in the world–regardless  
of your size or location–
completely free of charge.

Equos des maximinto blam nobisto quam, 
cus, sequas pa que nimin ni quid que 
simusam, culparum fuga.

Equos des maximinto blam nobisto quam, cus, sequas pa que 
nimin ni quid que simusam, culparum fuga. Tibus dolor simodio 
nestiuntur andi od mil maximus.

Ris minulpa rumque voluptas aut ullut facestiant doluptatis 
aliquamenem coris el idipsum restio ea et dolupti ducidel 
iquiatis dit et quas aut etur, qui quati bla dusandistis alictate 
lab id quam eos nam remossitius et quae volut eaque perum 
sitiossitio test quaest faccabo. Ga. Parum doluptam que 
sandissitati omnihicium iliquos re, eatium que quia quaere 
dolorepedion pelecto totam, consequibus eum quibuste nis 
aut doluptiae por as ex eos ea velitatiae deni ullate pliqui is re 
doloria nonsendis remquam quid quis nus soles ma audam 
solore volorunt faccullit accae repudam, sit liquidu ntorpos 
sustruntem eliassit omnisin vendam am quis mo to volorest 
es illoreius ditiorro quis pa eum que et qui omnis abo. Nam, 
te nonse con non pora quos il intiur, consentint ad eatibus et 
debis di blam nullaceatios susa non ra doles dolorro venet rem 
et quid 

Ces quide ea que prati volendus eum volo te pratemped que 
volla dessim harum recerib erfereh endissi odis a vel es elit 

harum rera dolent que nem volorest doloreius ad qui corem 
aut quid quamenia nus sequas re nus ma sae dollatempe eum 
facepudae eosae conecus as as et dendamust, quiae. Idem 
as si nobitat ipide cus adis aut audiorio optiiscid moluptur aut 
laciduc ilitibusae. Parum hitatis dis dendis et rerovid ucipsunt 
aut que ne vellaut latiis alibusa dolut quatibus rerat.

Rum quibus nimaximpero id maion cupta saecte plandici 
sapicim inimetur adi optatius mo volor re necto dolo to 
bearisciis dest o� icid ellaborerum re labo. Hiliquae dolupta 
quaest, simint.

Nonectotas minctus aces prest, sandam dem ratia natur alit 
hillign atiost facearisciis con cus ma dollaboris maxim que 
simporatet ex excesciiscit hariasped et optat accus magnat 
quo es vid qui apel eictur rehenda nditiaes quosam, ex essit 
eneceptatum intis volorerro off icipsam cullabo. Sus, omnimin 
vendis et es nusant acimendic to tem. Genis venim et quibuscia 
aritas consed eumquid expelitate nonsequat ipsam, sitiori 
onsecea tusciur acillorum voluptamusae venis.

Today’s global 
businesses need 

a partner with agility.

Today’s global 
businesses need 

a partner with agility.

Core visual elements
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Using the Chevron device – Portrait

The chevron device should occupy the entire width of a portrait layout. Extend the wings if needed

Vertically Centered
The chevron vertical center 
should always be aligned  
to the vertical center of  
the layout

Right Aligned
Position the chevron on  
the right side of the layout 
with outermost corners  
of the "wings" being  
on the edge of the right 
edge of the layout

Triangles
The chevron should always 
be cropped in a way that 
creates three triangles. The 
dark middle of the chevron 
should be in the shape of 
a triangle and the negative 
space above and below 
should be triangles as well

Nextlaw
Nextlaw, a new business unit of the global law firm, 
Dentons, needed a brand identity that was both 
distinct from the Dentons master brand yet still 
connects and stay true to the core values of the 
master brand. The solution was to expand on the 
primary Dentons mark and carry through the idea 
of forward movement to Nextlaw. 

BRAND STRATEGY*   |   LOGO   |   VISUAL IDENTITY

Master guidelines * In partnership with Clarity Group Consulting



Nextlaw logo extensions for different business units



Brochure



Invision
Owned by The Associated Press, Invision represents 
the world’s most high-profile entertainment and 
celebrity photographers who capture today’s 
hottest personalities. As a new venture, Invison was 
seeking a brand identity. The solution: an identity that 
communicates the talent of Invison’s photographers 
who capture unique images from the inside. The idea 
of focusing in on a subject matter is suggested by the 
frame. The notch cut away from the frame is used as 
a navigational device to prompt messages  
in communications. 

BRAND STRATEGY*   |   LOGO   |   VISUAL IDENTITY   |  WEB

Ad campaign * In partnership with Clarity Group Consulting



BRAND GUIDELINES

2.2 CLEAR SPACE

The logo must always be protected by a 
minimum area of clear space known as the 
clear space requirement. The clear space 
requirement is equal to or greater than the 
height of one character in the logo. While 
this is the minimum requirement, it is gen-
erally best to leave larger amounts of clear 
space around the logo.

N

NN

N

N

N

NNThe descriptor is in 
a set position; do 
not change the spatial 
relationship between the 
logo and the descriptor

2.4 USING THE FRAME

The frame is used as a “mark” to identify 
Invision and as a cropping device overlay-
ing photography.

70% White is the preferred color for the 
frame so as not to compete with the colors 
in a photograph.

The frame may be used in 296 Deep Blue 
or 2925 Bright Blue when on a solid back-
ground, not on a photograph.

A photo is never cropped within the frame; 
rather the frame overlays a full image.

INVISION IMAGE ARCHIVE
A Selection of Our Photographers

2 CORE SIGNATURE

The Invision core signature is the main 
visual identifier for the brand. It embodies 
the brand traits and helps to position 
the business uniquely among the 
competitive set.

The core signature includes several 
elements:

The logotype: the all uppercase letters that 
make up the Invision logotype are set in 
bold Good typeface, the AP’s proprietary 
typeface.

The frame: the box graphic surrounding 
the “IN” in Invision helps to communicate 
the brand’s global perspective. The frame 
also emphasizes the “inside access” aspect 
of the business.

DONT’S

Do not turn sideways

Do not stretch

Do not use in the AP red or any unspecified color

Do not use without the frame

Do not use in more than one color Do not use outlines

The logo is always used in a single color:
•  296 Deep Blue is the PREFERRED logo
•  2925 Bright Blue is an ALTERNATE to 
 use against dark backgrounds.
•  Black is used for B&W applications
•  White is the alternative to black for  
 knockout in B&W applications.

When using the logo with descriptor, “The 
Associated Press” is always in 80% black 
or knocked out to white when the entire 
logo is white.

The logo is never used as a gradient.

2.3 LOGO COLORS

Deep Blue is Preferred Logo

Bright Blue is Alternate Logo to use against dark backgrounds

Signature is 80% Black

Black is used in B&W applications

White is used knocked out in B&W applications

In focus
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecte-
tur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod 
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore 
magna aliqua. 

www.invisionagency.com    |    888.555.1212

In depth
Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, consecte-
tur adipisicing elit, 

www.invisionagency.com    |    888.555.1212
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Salma Hayek at  
The Cannes Film Festival
Photograph by Matt Sayles

2.5 USING THE WEDGE

The Wedge is a graphical device used to 
denote information or detail in a layout. It 
can also be used as a navigational device. 
For example, the Wedge can be used to 
link an image to the photographer’s name.

The Wedge must always be scaled in the 
same proportion as the frame. It must also 
be perfectly aligned either horizontally or 
vertically with the space it occupied within 
the frame.

DAN BECKER
Managing Director

T  213.346.3147
F  213.346.0229
M 213.276.2726
dan@invision.com
invisionmedia.com

Invision, Inc.
221 S. Figueroa Street, Suite 300
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Master guidelines
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Ad campaign



Empire Square Group
Empire Square Group LLC, a boutique private equity firm 
focused on investments in real estate and high growth 
companies in the United States, was ready for a new brand 
identity across all print and digital communications. The identity 
was inspired by Empire’s business offering: the key to your world 
of direct real estate investments.

LOGO   |   VISUAL IDENTITY   |   WEB

Quarterly report



Empire Square Group Brand Identity Guidelines 1

Empire Square Group
Brand Identity Guidelines
2017

Empire Square Group Brand Identity Guidelines 49

Brochure cover 2

Brochure covers have been created 
for printed marketing materials. 

Empire Square Group Brand Identity Guidelines 28

Icons & graphic devices

An icon system has been created for information  
graphics and dynamic content. 

A “corner” graphic device is used to highlight 
 information. This can be used with any color from  
the palette, knocked out to white or as a watermark.

Airplane Briefcase Square footage Key

US map Mobile phone Floor plan Growth

Building Map marker Transit CurrencyCorner device for 
navigation, call outs 
and page numbers

Empire Square Group Brand Identity Guidelines 11

The Empire Square Group logo is the main visual 
identifier for the brand. It embodies the brand values 
and traits and helps to position the business uniquely 
among the competitive set. The logo was inspired by 
the concept of the business offer being “the key to your 
world of direct real estate investments.”

The logo is rendered in the sans serif typeface, Gotham, 
that celebrates the attractive and unassuming lettering 
of New York City. In New York we see many handmade 
sans serifs that share a common underlying structure, 
an engineer’s idea of “basic lettering” that transcends 
both the characteristics of their materials and the 
mannerisms of their makers. These are the cast bronze 
numbers that give office doorways their authority, 
and the markings on cornerstones whose neutral and 
equable style defies the passage of time. These letters 
are straightforward and non-negotiable, yet possessed 
of great personality, and often expertly made. 

Gotham is that rarest of designs, a typeface that feels 
somehow familiar; it inherited an honest tone that’s 
assertive but never imposing, friendly but never folksy, 
confident but never aloof. 

The logo itself is carefully crafted and evenly spaced 
between characters. The mark is centered above the 
name with a comfortable amount of space that is equal 
to the letter E.

Logo

Logo construction

Empire Square Group Brand Identity Guidelines 24

The Empire Square Group brand identity uses the  
following colors:

Almost Black
Used for the logo and body copy.

Blue Gray
Used for backgrounds and emphasized text to add color.

Yellow
Used in small amounts to highlight information, 
navigation and to add a burst of color.

Dark Gray
Used for body copy for a lighter look and feel.

Medium Gray
Used for data in charts and graphs.

Light Gray
Used for backgrounds and applied to the pattern.

Light Gray
Pantone 420
C21; M16; Y17; K0
R200; G200; B200
#c8c8c8c8

Almost Black
Pantone 426
C74; M65; Y62; K67
R37; G40; B42
#25282a

Blue Gray
Pantone 5425
C55; M32; Y24; K0
R123; G152; B172
#7b98ac

Dark Gray
Pantone 424
C57; M47; Y48; K14
R112 G114; B113
#707271

Color

Yellow
Pantone 106
C4; M5; Y84; K0
R251; G228; B70
#fbe446

Medium Gray
Pantone 422
C40; M31; Y32; K1
R159 G162; B163
#9fa2a3

Empire Square Group Brand Identity Guidelines 34

IM reports for clients have 
been created in Power Point 
as a landscape template. This 
template may also be used  
for presentations and internal  
use. The template uses set  
measurements for margins, 
columns, headers and footers; 
it also uses specified font  
styles and sizes.

The following pages  
show examples of the 
IM report template.

IM report: grid structure 

Page heading
Whitney Medium
20pt/Black 426

2nd level heading
Whitney Semibold
12pt/Black 426

3rd level heading
Whitney Semibold
10pt/80% Black

Bold copy
Whitney Medium
10pt/80% Black
Single line 
spacing/6pt space 
before paragraphs.

Bullets
Square/Yellow 106
150 size (1/2 height 
of character)

Footer
Whitney Medium
9pt/Dark Gray 424

Page number
Gotham Bold
9pt/Black 426

Side bar tiles
Gotham Medium 
9pt/Black 426

Side bar  
emphasized text 
and numbers
Gotham Bold 
9pt/Black 426

Side bar heading
Gotham Bold All Caps
9pt/K/O white

Keep footer 
area clear of 
overlapping text. 
Text should 
end here.

Highlight box
Outline frame 2.25pt
Yellow 106

Heading rule
1pt / Gray Blue 5425
Rules within page 
are.5pt

Headings use 
initial caps

Master guidelines



Business cards

Quarterly report



Website & mobile portal

Infographics

* In partnership with Permanent ADG



Simier
Simier Partners, an executive coaching and strategic 
consulting firm with international reach, partners with 
organizations, C-suite executives, and boards to develop 
global talent while offering industry insights, business
acumen, and cross-cultural expertise.

We created a full identity system including logo, imagery 
style, colors, and typography which was applied to 
marketing and communications materials for both 
digital and print. We also designed and produced a new 
Wordpress-based website with the ability to accommodate 
a vast range of content that would also engage audiences 
across various devices including mobile.

LOGO   |   VISUAL IDENTITY   |   WEB

Stationery system



Website

* In partnership with Permanent ADG



Foley
Foley was ready for a visual identity 
refresh but was not sure how far and 
in what direction. We worked with their 
internal teams to better understand and 
explore Foley’s needs and determined 
that a refresh, simplification, and 
reorganization of their visual identity 
was the best approach. We updated 
and simplified their visual assets, 
created the “frames”, and set visual 
standards that did not previously exist. 

BRAND STRATEGY*   |   VISUAL IDENTITY   |   WEB DESIGN

Practice brochure
Pitch cover
One sheet
Thought leadership

* In partnership with Clarity Group Consulting
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OUR VISUAL IDENTITY

Our Colors
Color is a powerful means of 
identification. Consistent use of 
our signature colors will help build 
visibility and recognition for Foley and 
will set us apart from our competitors. 

Foley Blue (PMS 5415*) is firmly 
established as our primary signature 
color. In addition there are 14 other 
colors in our core palette, divided into 
three groups. They supply sufficient 
variation for most needs, and should 
also provide the proper compliment to 
most color imagery that may be used. 
Their Pantone (PMS) numbers and 
respective CMYK equivalents RGB and 
HEX values are provided at the right. 

PMS 5415
C69 M43 Y30 K4 
R91 G127 B149 
HEX #5B7F95

PMS 2377
C87 M65 Y36 K18
R49 G84 B112
HEX #315470

PMS 2144
C89 M61 Y0 K0
R0 G103 B185
HEX #0067B9

PMS 624
C56 M25 Y45 K2
R120 G159 B144
HEX #789F90

PMS 7542
C36 M18 Y18 K0
R164 G188 B194
HEX #A4BCC2

PMS 283
C39 M14 Y0 K0
R146 G193 B233
HEX #92C1E9

PMS 7464
C36 M4 Y22 K0
R160 G209 B202
HEX #A0D1CA

PMS 425
C66 M56 Y53 K29
R84 G87 B90
HEX #54575A

BLACK

PMS 423
C49 M39 Y39 K3
R137 G140 B141
HEX #898C8D

PMS 421
C31 M24 Y25 K0
R177 G180 B179
HEX #B1B4B3

PMS 427
C18 M12 Y12 K0
R208 G211 B212
HEX #D0D3D4

PMS 7625
CMKY
R255 G82 B61
HEX #FF523D

PMS 158
CMKY
R232 G119 
B34
HEX #E87722

PMS 143
C2 M32 Y91 K0
R246 G180 B54
HEX #F6B436

*  Use PMS 7698U when printing on uncoated paper stock. 

Data  
Visualization
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OUR VISUAL IDENTITY

Our Logomark
The Foley logomark (logo) is the brand’s 
primary visual representation and its integrity 
should be respected at all times, in all places. 
The full color logo, featuring both the frame 
icon and the wordmark, should be used 
whenever possible to officially represent the 
firm. Consistent and well-executed use of the 
Foley logo creates brand continuity across 
various communications. 

The Foley logo may be resized, but should 
not be redrawn or modified in any way.  
Please use only approved electronic art  
when reproducing the logo. 

Although its position on the page can vary 
along with the other typographic elements, 
the logo is always the same size when it 
appears on standard size components.  
(See page 78.)

Icon blocks: 100% PMS 5415 
Wordmark text: 100% Black 

Wordmark

Legal name descriptor

Frame Icon

73

People
When a photograph features people,  
they should appear natural and unposed,  
as if they are unaware of the camera. 

Images of people should capture natural 
moments, use interesting angles, and not 
appear to be overly staged. 

OUR VISUAL IDENTITY
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Bar Charts
Bar charts use vertical or horizontal bars 
to express comparative data; the length 
of the bars are proportional to the values 
they represent. 
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Physicians Who
devote time to learning about 
the technology

Physicians Who
feel adequately compensated 
for their participation in 
telemedicine

Physicians Who
regard telemedicine as 
a credible, high-quality 
supplement to their practice

16 36 48
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217
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100

20

Sales Marketing

2014 Budget Variance

Operations Development Finance
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OUR VISUAL IDENTITY
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OUR VISUAL IDENTITY

Logo Clear 
Space
Clear space refers to spatial tolerance 
that provides adequate space above, 
below, and to the sides of the Foley 
logo. It ensures proper legibility and 
appropriate prominence in any given 
application. The clear space around the 
Foley logo should always be a minimum 
of “x”, where x = the height of the two 
Foley squares in the logo. 

The principles of clear space do not 
interfere with photography, which may 
appear behind the logo as long as good 
readability of the logo is maintained.

60

OUR VISUAL IDENTITY

Fonts
The use of Foley-approved fonts supports 
the personality of the Foley voice, provides 
consistent representation of the brand, and 
allows messaging to be clear and confident. 

The consistent use of our core marketing 
fonts will ensure a strong link among all 
our communications. 

OUR FONTS
Georgia
This is a serif typeface that is widely 
available for all users on most computers. 

Trade Gothic LT Std (Trade Gothic)
This is a modern, sans-serif font primarily 
used by designers who work with the 
Adobe Creative Suite of applications.  

Arial and Arial Narrow
This font is used as a substitute for  
Trade Gothic when using Microsoft  
Office applications such as Word  
and PowerPoint. 

Aa
Aa

Aa
Aa

Georgia 

Arial 

Trade Gothic LT Std

Arial Narrow

93

Infographic Library
To help you design high-impact communications 
we’ve established an infographic library. We’ve 
divided it into commonly-used themes with the hope 
that it will be easy to use, will inspire your creativity, 
and will support your intelligent crafting of Foley 
messaging. Our brand story is now in your  
capable hands!

BAR CHARTS

PIE CHARTS

ICONS 

MISC CHARTS

TIMELINE / PROCESS CHARTS

OUR VISUAL IDENTITY

Master guidelines





Framing the  
conversation. 
At Foley, we encourage lively debates and exchanges 
on the topics that matter to you and to our clients. 
Come join the conversation with us. 

FOLEY.COM

For more information about Foley, please contact: 
First Last Name in our City Name office at contactname@foley.com.

BOSTON  |  BRUSSELS  |  CHICAGO  |  DETROIT  |  JACKSONVILLE  |  LOS ANGELES  |  MADISON  |  MIAMI  |  MILWAUKEE 

NEW YORK  |  ORLANDOSACRAMENTO  |  SAN DIEGO  |  SAN FRANCISCO  |  SHANGHAI  |  SILICON VALLEY  |  TALLAHASSEE  

TAMPA  |  TOKYO  |  WASHINGTON, D.C.

©2017 Foley & Lardner LLP  |  Attorney Advertisement  |  Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome 

321 N. Clark St., Suite 2800, Chicago, Il 60654  |  312.832.4500  |  000000

Framing the  
conversation. 

FOLEY.COM

For more information about Foley, please contact: 
First Last Name in our City Name office at contactname@foley.com.

We are driven to understand all aspects of your business 
— your industry, your opportunities, your priorities, your 
values — to provide the most tailored, creative, and 
actionable solutions to advance your business success.
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Ad campaign





Zeughauser Group
Zeughauser Group turned to us when they needed a new 
site that reflected their market leadership. Working along 
side their partners, Clarity Group Consulting, and Reflexions, 
we successfully launched a new responsive site this year. 

CONTENT STRATEGY*   |   WEB DESIGN   |   DEVELOPMENT**

* In partnership with Clarity Group Consulting
** In partnership with Reflexions





Thank You.

Contact Us
Tim Eng
principal/creative director

+1 212 233 4545, ext. 104
tim@recreative.com

Karin Loglisci
principal/creative director

+1 203 517 7450
karin@creativetable.co 


